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Gateway South Centre
11811 Lake Fraser Dr. S.E.
Calgary, AB.
T2J 7J1

RULES AND REGULATIONS (MUST BE INITIALLED PRIOR TO BOOKING)
_______________ Noise is an issue; these lounges are not structurally
designed for loud ‘parties’. Any complaint where the police are called (they
don’t necessarily have to show up) and there is a file number, an automatic
fine of $1,500 to will be charged. A written complaint from a resident (and
the police are not called), is a $500 fine.
_______________ All furniture is to be kept INSIDE the lounge; this does not
mean you can use the furniture to prop the door open.
_______________ Remind all party guests to be respectful of residents
living on the courtyard. There have been many complaints of guests
wandering around, looking into units and disposing their cigarettes butts,
beer cans, garbage, etc, on the grass and/or balconies.
_______________ Cleaning must be completed prior to 9am the following day,
exceptions can be made if the lounge is not booking. There is an attached
cleaning schedule for your convenience. If the lounge is booked immediately
after, then the lounge must be cleaning prior to the next booking.
_______________ There are no objections to moving the furniture around to
accommodate your booking, however, please be careful no to scratch the walls
or the floor. Also, everything must be put back to the way it was prior to your
booking.
_______________ You no longer need a liquor license as the lounge is
considered an extension from your unit. The only time you actually need one is
you are going to be selling liquor . The fine is quite hefty if you don’t have one.
_______________ All ‘parties’ must be wrapped up by midnight of the same day.
_______________ The main lobby doors must Not be kept open for guests, you
must ‘buzz’ them in or have someone stand by the doors (buzzer codes for
phones in lounges; small lounge #2006 / large lounge #2007). This does not
mean you can let everyone in, please use common sense.
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_______________ Feel free to put up signs directing your guests on where to
go, however, 1. Please use painters tape so not to tear the paint from the
walls. Anyone not using the correct tape will be fined $100. & 2. Please remove
the signs when you are done. Any signs left up and difficult to remove will be
fined $100 if any damage is done to the walls.
_______________ There are some lights in the lounge that are on permanently,
there is no way to turn them off.
_______________ All guest’s vehicles (Guest Suites and/or Owner’s
Lounges) MUST be registered by either emailing
admin@gatewaysouthcentre.com or by calling/texting to 403-200-1422. Any
vehicles not registered MAY result in a fine.
Any complaint can result in a termination of all rental privileges; remember
that people live up, beside & across from the lounges so please be
respectful when hosting your ‘party’
Suite #__________________ Date mm/dd/yyyy__________________________
Signature________________________________________________________
By signing this, you agree to all rules & regulations.
***Gateway South Centre is not responsible for any items left behind***
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GATEWAY SOUTH CENTRE – GUEST SUITE/LOUNGE CHECK LIST DIRECTIONS
The following list should be completed prior to turning the Guest Suite or Lounge
over. If for any reason you do not feel that the guest suite or lounge was not
turned over to you in a suitable manner, please take pictures & contact
admin@gatewaysouthcentre.com within 24 hours.

CLEANING CHECKLIST
Overall
□ Empty all garbage’s
□ Ensure that all doors/windows are locked
□ Sweep floors and if required, wash floors to ensure that no mud/other debris remains
□ Vacuum carpet to ensure no dirt/crumbs/debris remains
□ Wipe down all table surfaces with a damp cloth
□ Place all furniture in its proper location
□ Ensure that all lights are turned off (note: there are lights in the lounges that are
permanently left on)
□ Set thermostat to 21-22 degrees Celsius
Kitchen Area
□ Clean sink and ensure that no food/spills remain
□ Wipe down counters ensuring that no food/spills/spots remain
□ Remove all food items from the fridge
□ Wipe out microwave ensuing that no debris remain
□ Wipe down kitchen table and chairs
□ Sweep kitchen area and if required, wash floor to ensure that no mud/other debris
remain
□ Wipe out microwave ensuring that no debris remain
□ Spot clean outside of fridge and microwave
Entrance
□ Sweep entrance area and if required, wash floor to ensure that no mud/other debris
remain
Living Area
□ Vacuum living area and all other carpet within suite/lounge
□ Clean away any debris/garbage
□ Dust desk, counter tops, end tables and lamps (use damp cloth if necessary)
Bathroom
□ Clean sink and ensure that no hair/toothpaste/spills remain
□ Wipe down toilet seat
□ Clean bathtub and ensure that no hair/toothpaste/spills remain (NA in lounge)
□ Sweep bathroom floor and if required, wash floor to ensure that no mud/other debris
remain
***Gateway South Centre is not responsible for any items left behind***

